


Jandaia's trajectory began in 1956 
with a little printing press that made notebooks,
lists phone and print shops - located at Rua Jandaia,
Sao Paulo city center.

After years of operation and growth in the capital, Jandaia
was transferred to Caieiras - São Paulo countryside - which
provided the necessary conditions for its evolution.

In the 70's, Jandaia acquired the industry of paper 
Gordinho Braune, located in Jundiaí, SP.

In the 90's, in full development of its industries, the group 
also started a wholesale operation, specializes in o�ce
and school supplies.

�us appeared, the Wholesale Jandaia, in São Paulo, SP.
In addition to being one of the major notebook manufacturers 
in Brazil,  Bignardi Group is currently the largest Brazilian 
manufacturer of recycled paper for printing and writing.



Composed by Bignardi Papers, Jandaia and Wholesale Jandaia

972 employees

Leader in the recycled paper segment

Big player in the notebook production segment

Annual turnover: R $ 770 million



Bignardi Papéis - Jundiaí, SP

Headquartered in an area of 484 thousand m   (with built area of 30 thousand m2)

Production
of papers

Installed capacity: 60 thousand tons / year

Over 5 years of partnership with International Paper

Largest Chamex distributor for the 4th consecutive year



Headquartered in an area of 484 thousand m   (with built area of 30 thousand m2)

Some products produced by Bignardi Papers:



Production
of notebooks

Jandaia - Caieiras, SP

Installed capacity: 42,000 tons / year of paper conversion

Built area of 15 thousand m2

Partnership with the best brands in the licensing market

One of the largest notebook manufacturers in Brazil
and currently the largest exporter



UNIVERSITÁRIOS

BROCHURAS CADERNETAS

AGENDAS

CARTOGRAFIAS

PEDAGÓGICOS



Atacado Jandaia - Pari, São Paulo, SPAtacado Jandaia - Vila Guilherme, São Paulo, SP

Wholesale
stationary

store



Some brands present in wholesale stores Jandaia:



�e company contributes to non-governmental initiatives,
aimed at young people and education in our country.

�rough education we change behavior
and the values of a nation.

SOCIAL  RESPONSABILITY



Some entities supported by Jandaia



ACTIONS

IN

MARKETING



Stay tuned for our schedule, book your collection and good sales!

DIGITAL  |  MOBILE RÁDIO

Big radio stations

Redes SociaisCanais de YoutubersApp Jandaia com
push noti�cation

Main DESKTOP and MOBILE Entertainment Portals

As members of the Jandaia Generation change, so does the way we 
communicate with them.

We outlined a special media plan to impact our audience and turn 
your sales into pure success.

Coca-Cola FM

Spot 30’

is the brand that is always aware of the constant changes in the world.



POINT OF SALE AND EVENTS

ADESIVAÇÃO

COMIC CON

PDV




